
Sentient Energy’s Grid Analytics System consists of MM3™ and ZM1™ overhead intelligent sensors, UM3+™ and 
UM1™ underground intelligent sensors, and the Ample® Analytics Platform. The solution provides utilities with 
increased distribution system visibility to improve reliability and enable data-driven operational decision-making.

Disturbance Analysis
In addition to faults with outages the Sentient Grid Analytics 
System captures disturbance data that most relays and fault 
indicators miss. Disturbances can be precursors to faults and some 
utilities use disturbance data to proactively address problem areas 
before a fault occurs. For example, disturbance counts can be used 
to prioritize vegetation management efforts. 

Rapid Deployment
Sentient Energy sensors include embedded cellular or mesh 
communications simplifying installation compared to sensor 
systems that require pole-mounted communication gateways. 
Sentient Energy has experience with utilities implementing large 
networks with tens of thousands of sensors so we’ve learned what 
it takes to successfully streamline large-scale deployments.

Fault Detection & Location
The sensors in the Grid Analytics System use advanced fault 
detection algorithms to sense system faults on overhead and 
underground lines in real-time, communicating fault information 
immediately to the utility control center for integration with 
SCADA, DMS or OMS systems. With more precise fault location 
information, operators can dispatch crews to the correct location, 
significantly reducing patrol time and outage duration. The Grid 
Analytics System detects and captures data for permanent faults, 
momentary faults and faults without interruption.

Data Source for ADMS Applications
As ut i l i t ies increasingly leverage Advanced Distr ibut ion 
Management Systems (ADMS) to facilitate grid modernization 
efforts, the need for system data from all significant locations of 
the distribution network has grown. Intelligent sensors are a cost-
effective and fast way to fill in the data gaps and improve ADMS 
capabilities such as distance-to-fault calculations.

Load Monitoring and Balancing
Sensors with the Log-I app continually measure load current. This 
collected data is processed on the device and critical information 
such as alerts, daily peaks, and averages are reported to Ample 
analytics software. The info is useful for capacity planning, load 
balancing, and switching decisions. Additionally, data from MM3 
sensors allow Ample to validate sensor phase identification, 
ensuring all data analyzed is from the correct phase.

Benefits:

• Greater visibility of feeders and 
laterals

• Reduced outage durations by up to 
20% (CAIDI, SAIDI)

• Fewer momentary faults (SAIFI)

• More granular load profiling

• Greater ability to balance phases

• Identification of potential future 
faults through advanced analytics

Grid Analytics System™



Visibility, Analytics, and Control for a Better Distribution Grid
Sentient Energy®, a Koch Engineered Solutions company, is the premier provider of intelligent sensing, data analytics, optimization, and control technologies for the 
distribution grid. Sentient Energy’s hardware and software solutions help electric utilities make data-driven decisions to enhance the delivery of safe, reliable, and efficient 
power. With the industry’s only Grid Analytics System™ that covers the entire distribution network, Sentient Energy leads the global market with the largest network of line 
sensor deployments in North America, gathering rich data in real time for predictive insights and strategic grid management. Sentient Energy’s Grid Edge Control solutions 
enable utilities to reduce energy costs at the grid edge through Volt-VAR optimization, conservation voltage reduction, and peak demand reduction. Sentient Energy partners 
with leading communications network providers. For more information visit www.sentientenergy.com.
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Grid Analytics System Solution Components

Sentient Energy’s Ample Analytics Platform is a comprehensive set of tools that turns sensor data into critical information for fleet managers, 
network operators, network design engineers, planning engineers and reliability managers. The Ample Analytics Platform records sensor data, 
analyzes it over time, and provides utility engineers with feeder, circuit, and system-wide visualization.

The MM3 is an intelligent overhead line sensor with substation-class measurement for fault detection, load monitoring, and other applications. 
Sentient Energy’s patented power harvesting technology, IBOLT™, generates all the power the MM3 needs from the magnetic field 
surrounding a conductor carrying as little as 7-10A.

The ZM1 is an intelligent overhead line sensor with substation-class measurement for fault detection, load monitoring, and other applications. 
The battery-powered ZM1 can be deployed on lines with lower current such as overhead low-load feeders, lateral lines, feeder tie points and 
rural distribution circuits.

The UM3+ is an intelligent underground line sensor with substation-class measurement for fault detection, load monitoring, and other 
applications. The UM3+ is fully line powered and supports three to twelve phases to support a range of underground installations including pad 
mounted transformers, pad mounted switch cabinets, ring main units (RMUs), and above grade vaults.

The UM1 is an intelligent underground line sensor specifically designed for single-phase transformer cabinets for underground residential 
distribution. It provides remote visibility, fault detection, and identification of detrimental transformer overloading.

Key Advantages of the Sentient Energy Grid Analytics System

Capability Description

High-Resolution Waveform Capture UM3+: 256 samples/cycle; MM3/ZM1: 130 samples/cycle

High-Accuracy Sensing +/- 2% up to 10 kA

Disturbance Analysis Sensors capture disturbance data and faults without interruption

Integrated GPS Accurate location info and precise time stamping for event analysis

Transport Layer Security Data encryption between sensors and Ample

Complete Offering Sensors for overhead and underground feeders and laterals; software for data visualization, insights, 
centralized sensor management, and data integration.

Deployment Up to 90% lower cost and time required for deployment versus other distribution grid solutions

Sentient Energy Grid  
Analytics System 
Components 

MM3,  ZM1, UM3+, and 
UM1 intelligent grid sensors, 
distributed apps and the 
Ample Analytics Platform.
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